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NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL*

W. D. Burch

INTRODUCTION

It seems almost inevitable that fission reactors will constitute

the major source of power iri the world within the next 10 to 20 years.

To many in the nuclear field, finding acceptable methods of disposing

of the radioactive wastes is the key to the future of nuclear-based

electric power production. While the technical problems involved in

disposal are by no means trivial, any acceptable scheme involves socio-

political decisions as well as technical matters. Much of the discussion

in this paper will be addressed to the rather deliberate and long-range

approach established by the AEC to find a solution to the waste disposal

problem. Efforts are under way in contractor laboratories and through

consultants to find a solution and alternates, acceptable to all, so that

the country will have an assured source of electricity, independent of

fossil fuels and foreign sources. It might seem logical to assume that

an industry which has existed for over 25 years would have faced waste dis-

posal problems from the beginning; in reality, however, wastes have been

handled, processed, and stored, but not disposed of permanently except in

isolated cases in which the amounts of activity were rather small. The

term "waste disposal" has been used in the past when interim storage was

actually meant. People associated with the nuclear industry now carefully

distinguish between these terms.

*To be presented to the American Ordnance Association Symposium on
"Reclamation and Disposal of Hazardous Materials," April 1973.
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AEC priorities are centered on finding acceptable storage and

disposal schemes for power reactor wastes, which are just beginning

to appear. On the other hand, sizeable efforts are also being expended

on finding similar disposal schemes for the large volumes of wastes

that have been generated by the AEC plutonium production programs and

are being stored in large underground tanks. Approximately 90 million

gallons of such waste currently exists in tanks at Hanford, Washington

and at Savannah Paver, South Carolina. From the beginning these wastes,

which are initially in acid form, were neutralized before storage to

minimize, corrosion, and this practice resulted in fairly large volumes of

sludges in the tanks.

As a comparison with these existing AEC wastes, the estimated scope

of the power reactor waste problem st present and in the future is shown

in Fig. 1. By 1980 approximately 4.4 million gallons of high-level wastes

will have accumulated, which, when solidified, will be equivalent to

44,000 ft3. This volume is expected to increase to 90 million gallons by

the year 2000. . The power reactor wastes will be stored in acid form, which

significantly decreases the final solid volume.

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS IN NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL

Before describing the waste disposal schemes in more detail, it seems

useful to review some of the important factors governing disposal of nuclear

wastes, or for that matter, wastes of any type. At a symposium such as

this, we all can see some common ties between our waste disposal schemes

Equating or comparing the relative hazards and common problems should lead

to better perspectives.
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1. Primary Scheme—Isolation or Dispersal and Dilution—For the

more hazardous materials, which would certainly include radioactive wastes,

present thinking precludes any dispersal scheme except for the very low-

level wastes that barely exceed background levels. A decade ago, ocean

dumping was used for disposing of .some intermediate-level wastes, but that

practice is being curtailed and sill probably be effectively banned by

international agreements. A present-day exception might be the discharge

of 85Kr and tritium to the atmosphere. While these relatively innocous

materials could be discharged for the next few decades without increasing

background levels significantly, steps are already being taken which will

lead to the recovery and isolation of these nudides in the future.

2. Future Surveillance of Disposal Sites—Only in recent years has

the idea been fostered that surveillance of nuclear waste sites imposes

too severe a penalty on future generation!;. The ideal disposal scheme

commits present waste generators to providing .and funding a scheme that

Isolates the wastes as long as they exist (see 5 below). However, the

nuclear industry, in particular the AEC, has demonstrated that these wastes

can be stored and observed for several decades without significant problems.

Present AEC policy calls for the continuation of this surveillance mode,

with certain improvements, for several more decades until a permanent,

geologic system for disposal, requiring no surveillance, is approved and

Instituted.

3. Relative Hazard of the Wastes, i.e.. Potential for Catastrophe

In writing this paper, I have assumed that nuclear wastes are among the most

hazardous materials known to man, although other information presented at

this symposium may show my assumption to be in error. We usually look at

relative hazards of radionudides by comparing the "body burden," or

quantity that is considered to be tolerated without detectable effects
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when ingested. A lethal dose might actually be 100 times this quantity.

For 239Pu, the "body burden!1 is only about 1 microgram. Since nuclear

wastes will contain several tons of 239pu by the end of the century, the

potential for catastrophe certainly exists in the event the material

should become dispersed in the environment.

4. Environmental Effects Other Than to Man: For nuclear wastes,

these are not of major significance.

5. Future Changes in the Wastes—Degradation: For the case of

nuclear materials, we are fortunate in one respect—that of knowing pre-

cisely how long the wastes will exist, since they follow well-established

decay schemes with known half-lives. On the other hand, the half-lives of

some materials (notably plutonium) are so long (half-life of plutonium

25,000 years) that wastes containing these materials are considered to be

permanently contaminated by almost any time standard normally considered.

Hence we are forced to think in terms of isolating plutonium from man's

environment for geologic times—a million years or more. This concept

may differentiate nuclear wastes from all other types of wastes.

6. Safety in Interim Handling up to Disposal: Sufficient experience

has been gained throughout the nuclear industry that, for most considerations,

safety in normal handling must be deemed straightforward and routine.

However, a great deal of attention has been given to, and explicit and

stringent regulations have been developed for, transportation systems to

minimize the potential hazards from accidents. We believe that, even

when literally hundreds or thousands of shipments of nuclear materials are

in transit, accidents will be limited to a few minor mishaps per year in-

volving, at most, low levels of contamination in quite localized areas.
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7. Packaging Requirements: Present thinking centers in two areas.

First, packaging should provide positive containment for all handling and

interim storage but has little value when considered in terms of the

geologic times of interest. Second, there is'merit in converting the

wastes to nonreactive forms which would be leached only very slowly. Con-

siderable development effort has been directed toward finding methods for

encapsulation of the wastes in a glass or ceramic matrix.

AEC POLICY ON WASTE DISPOSAL

AEC policy for managing nuclear wastes is evolving into specific

plans and regulations. Three distinct types of wastes — commercial power

reactor wastes, AEC production wastes, and contaminated solid wastes — are

considered, with specific requirements for each. This policy has under-

gone substantial changes in the past two years and was most recently set

forth at the November 1972 meeting of the American Nuclear Society—Atomic

Industrial Forum in papers by the Director of the Division of Waste Manage-

ment and TransportationO) and by the Assistant General Manager for Environ-

ment and Safety.C2)

Power Reactor Wastes

3Xro iyears ago, plans were well advanced to provide a geologic repository

for nuclear wastes in a salt mine located at Lyons, Kansas.'3' However, the

environmental questions that were raised relative to the specific site chosen

eventually led to abandonment of these plans for the immediate future. It

was the opinion of the AEC and Oak Ridge National Laboratory that, while these

"Management of Commercial High-Level Wastes," by Dr. Frank K. Pittman.

(2)"Evolving U. S. Policies in Radioactive Waste Management," by Julius
H, Rubin.

»^Technical Status of the Radioactive Waste Repository—A Demonstration
Project for Solid Radioactive Waste Disposal, by F. L. Culler, ORNL-4680
(April 1971).
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questions in no way invalidated the basic scheme for disposal in bedded

salt, the public and political opposition made continuation of the plans

for the Lyons site impractical. Work on such concepts is continuing, and

salt beds in Southeastern New Mexico are now being explored.

Geologic Storage in Salt Formations

Disposal of radioactive wastes in salt formations was first recommended

by the National Academy of Sciences—National Research Council in 1957.^

Their conclusion that salt deposits were the most promising place to store

wastes for the long periods of time required for their decay to innocuous

—levels was based on a number of considerations. Perhaps the most •'mportant

of these is that salt deposits are net only currently free of circulating

groundwater but have remained so since they were formed several hundred

million years ago. Several conditions contribute toward maintaining this

natural isolation. First, most salt deposits are located in stable regions

typified by very slow and gradual deformations, and they are not subjected

to earthquakes and other rapid geologic processes which could fracture or

otherwise breach their protective covering of sedimentary rock. Second,

salt is one of the few geologic materials having a capability for plastic

deformation. This means that.any-fractures that might develop in the salt

for any reason would be rapidly "healed," thereby maintaining thx> integrity

of the formation. Finally, salt deposits of such depth and extent are known

to exist that the possibility of disinterment of any wastes therein by

natural forces operating from the surface would be all but precluded. Other

advantages of salt are its great abundance and wide distribution throughout

the United States; the ease with which it can be mined; its resistance to

damage by heat and radiation; and its relatively high thermal conductivity.

(**)Disposal of Radioactive Wastes on Land, Publication 519, NAS-NRC, Washing-

ton D. C , 1957.
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Following several years of laboratory and field experiments, the

design and execution of a large-scale experiment called Project Salt

Vault were carried out by the Oak Sidge National Laboratory with high

levels of radioactivity in the Carey Salt Company Mine at Lyons, Kansas.

This experiment was successful in all respects, and in June 1970, the AEC

announced the "tentative" selection of the Carey mine at Lyons as the site

for the first large-scale waste repository (Fig. 2). The selection was

tentative because it was contingent on the outcome of additional work,

mainly of a geologic nature, that was required to confirm the suitability

of that particular site.

The subsequent geologic investigations revealed two problem areas,

both of which had influence on the long-term geologic integrity of the

proposed Lyons site and were related to man's recent activities in that

area. These were: (1) dissolutioning of the salt formation by ground-

water flowing down abandoned, improperly plugged oil and gas wells into

permeable aquifers underlying the salt; and (2) the past, present, and

future operations of the nearby American Salt Corporation, which include

hydraulic as well as mechanical mining of the salt for commercial purposes.

Although the results of our ongoing investigations yielded promise that

these problems could be successfully resolved from a technical point of

view, a rather formidable array of public officials took positions opposing

the use of the Lyons site. It thus became apparent that a search for

alternate sites in salt both within and outside Kansas should be implemented,

and this search is currently under way.

L. Bradshaw and W. C. McClain (Eds.), Project Salt Vault: A

Demonstration of the Lisposal of High-Activity Solidified Wastes in Under-

ground Salt Mines, OENL-4555 (April 1971).

I
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Another consideration which became an issue of paramount importance

in Kansas was that of waste retrievability. Betrievability from a salt

mine repository poses a dilemma. The concept of storing wastes in salt

is designed to take advantage of the salt's deformation properties, which

are very pronounced under the stresses and at the elevated temperatures that

would exist in a repository. It is as the result of reconsolidation and

xecrystallization cf the salt, which are a direct consequence of its

deformational characteristics, that the wastes become sealed in a solid

matrix and are thus isolated from the environment. However, as the salt

flows around the containers, and as the rooms and corridors converge,

retrieval of the wastes understandably becomes more difficult. To main-

tain the wastes in a readily accessible condition in the mine for more

than a few years is very difficult and implies a concept that is intrinsi-

cally an inferior, less dependable method of containment. In fact, it is

far from dear that salt is a suitable place to store heat-generating wastes

on a readily accessible, easily retrievable basis for other than a relatively

brief period of time. The position of both the AEC and OENL from the

beginning has been that the wastes would be retrieved in the very unlikely

event it ever became necessary and, furthermore, that remote technology

exists which would enable us to accomplish this task within the broad time

frame that would be available for its completion. Admittedly, it would be

a difficult and an expensive operation to undertake, but an entirely feasible

one. Nevertheless, this "promise" did not gain general public acceptance,

and retrievability remains an issue which has not been totally resolved.

Additional information relative to disposal of wastes in salt mines is

to be presented in the following paper.
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Engineered Storage ?a Surface Facilities

In the meantime, the AEC has chosen a more*deliberate course for

finding and developing a geologic repository and will rely on engineered

storage of wastes for the next several decades. In anticipation of

eventual geologic storage and in. order to improve the safety of the

interim storage, regulations require that reactor fuel processors main-

tain no more than five years' inventory of wastes in liquid form on their

premises. After this time, the wastes must be converted to a solid, en-

capsulated in a durable container, and shipped within an additional five-

year period to a federal repository. There, the government will assume all

future responsibility for surveillance in the interim storage and eventual

disposal. One concept for a surface engineered storage facility is depicted

schematically in Fig. 3. The exact scheme has not yet been selected.

Initially only one partial module would be built with a capacity for about

5,000 waste cans, each containing 10 to 20 ft3 of material. Figure 4 shows

how additional modules would be added as needed over the next several decades.

Eventually a geologic repository would be developed, and the engineered

storage facility would be phased out. One of the significant technical or

engineering problems at the storage facility is heat removal. Since each

canister will generate 2 to 5 kW of heat, the total heat production could

reach 20 to 50 MW. Foolproof, redundant systems must be available to guarantee

removal of this heat. A choice has not yet been made between air and water

cooling.

In addition to the major efforts expended toward interim engineered

storage and a longer-term geologic repository, several paper studies

currently in progress are exploring more exotic schemes. These schemes include:

(1) deep-hole disposal below 15,000 feet underground, (2) use of tectonic "sinks"

\
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in the ocean floor, (3) projection of wastes either into deep space or

the sun via rockets, and (4) transmutation of the hazardous long-lived

heavy metal elements into shorter-lived fission products by additional

irradiation. The latter two methods would require isolation of plutonium

and other hazardous isotopes from the large mass of less hazardous, shorter-

lived materials, which could then be stored for shorter periods of time.

In principle, such chemical separations are feasible; on the ether hand,

very high separation factors are required to substantially reduce the

hazard of the lighter radioauclides. I am personally skeptical that these

schemes will provide reasonable alternatives, but the studies are being

pursued in sufficient depth to provide believable answers.

While the plans leave options for the future, a rather clear course

of action has been organized for handling the commercial power reactor

wastes.

WASTES GENERATED BY AEC PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES

Within the past 12 to 18 months, a plan for handling and disposing of

AEOgenerated wastes has been published.^ These wastes consist primarily

of the 90 million gallons of high-level liquid waste stored at Hanford,

Washington, and Savannah River, South Carolina, but also include some cal-

cined wastes at the National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho and smaller

amounts at other AEC laboratories. Again, final actions depend on the course

of development work presently under way. The plan calls for carefully

for the Management of AEC-Generated Radioactive Wastes, WASH-1202,

tJSAEC, Division of Waste Management and Transportation (available from

Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington,

D. C., price - 50c).
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engineered storage until a permanent disposal system (or systems) is

chosen. To minimize costs, satisfactory on-site disposal systems are

being sought, but the policy recognizes that shipment to a repository

might be required "if no on-site alternative can be shown to be safe,

acceptable, and economic." Here again, political considerations may

prove to be of paramount importance. Schemes for solidifying the wastes

and transferring then to the repository are being investigated. The

scope and costs for such a scheme are truly prodigious. Final decisions

nay require a decade, and initial disposal would begin no earlier than

1986.

CONTAMINATED SOLID WASTES

An extensive volume of contaminated solid wastes, estimated at

greater than one nillion ft3 per year,(7) is disposed of by burial in

near-surface trenches at all major AEC sites and at approximately a half

dozen licensed and state-regulated burial grounds. Heretofore, this

practice has been accepted because of the relatively small amounts of

nuclear materials contained in such wastes. However, during the past two

years, the AEC has taken steps within its own operations to minimize the

hazards from long-lived isotopes present in these wastes by segregating and

storing them for eventual disposal in a central repository. This policy

evolved from the recognition of the much more serious problem presented

by the very long-lived transuranium alpha emitters, principally 239Pu.

The quite conservative regulations require that any waste containing long-

lived alpha activity exceeding 10 uCi/kg must be stored for special disposal

in a federal repository. This quantity is about equivalent (on a curie basis,

^"Incineration of Radioactive Solid Wastes, A Report to the General Manager's

Task Force on AEC Operational Radioactive Waste Management, WASH-1168 (August

1970).
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and approximately on a relative hazard basis) to a thorium ore (1.3%

thorium). Presumably, with wastes buried on the surface at that level,

we are not leaving an untenable problem for future generations. Some

modifications to these regulations and eventual extension to industrial

operations through licensing or other regulatory actiou should be expected.

At present, the problem lies almost wholely within ABC programs; however,

with the advent of plutonius recycle in power reactors within a decade, it

will become important in many industrial fuel fabrication and processing

plants.

M ALTERNATIVE SCHEME FOR LESS-RADIOACTIVE WASTES

Finally, 1 would like to describe briefly a scheme that has been

used at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to dispose of intermediate-level

wastes by cementing and hydraulic fracturing.t8) To many, this method for

getting rid of noxious wastes immediately brings recollections of shoddy

practices of the past where brines and chemical wastes were carelessly

pumped underground only to reappear in water aquifers nearby. An extensive

study of the geological strata below one of the valleys at OKNL revealed

very deep, nearly horizontal shale beds, which were well below the. water

aquifers of the area, were impervious to water, and had been geologically

stable for 1 to 2 million years. Furthermore, when subjected to hydraulic

pressures, fractures develop along the horizontal bedding planes.

The development program also included the investigation of many grout

mixes with additives such as attapulgite to minimize phase separation, and

grundite clay and flyash, which act to retain cesium and strontium in a less

'8'W. de Laguna et al., Engineering Development of Hydraulic Fracturing as

a Method for Permanent Disposal of Radioactive Wastes, ORNL-4259 (August

1968).
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leachable form. A system of monitoring veils has been installed surround-

ing the injection well so that the grout sheets could be located with

gamma monitors following each injection, to ascertain that the grout

sheets followed the bedding planes at or near the level of injection.

Typically, 75,000 gallons of neutralized aqueous wastes that have

accumulated over a year is mixed with the appropriate cement and other

additives and injected into the shale beds, 700 to 1000 feet underground.

Injections begin at the lowest point chosen, and at every fourth injection

the point of injection is raised 10 feet. The capacity of a single well

say thus be 10,000,000 gallons. To date, approximately 1.0 million gallons

of waste, containing 470,000 curies of activity have been disposed of by

this method. I have discussed this method in considerable detail because

it may possibly have application for other types of low level nuclear or

non-nuclear wastes. Obviously, extensive site work must be done to ensure

that the wastes are placed in formations that are not connected to water

tables; however, for very hazardous wastes, the disposal costs of less than

$1 per gallon are not prohibitive.


